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Assessment

This resource guide was complied by HME’s Clinical Educator - Helena Brennert, RN, BSN and Pediatric 
Consultant - Michelle Harvey, BSc (Hons) OT. The information contained within is a compilation of manufacturer’s 
information combined with Helena and Michelle’s practical experince and education in the area of lifts, slings and 
patient handling.

Disclaimer

LITE ASSESSMENT

What is the LITE Assessment?
 It is a systematic assessment to look at the 
 different factors to decrease RISK

What does LITE stand for?
 L - Load
 I - Individual
 T-  Task
 E - Environment

Examples of questions about LOAD
 -How much does the client weigh?
 -Does your client have core strength?
 -Can they assist with the transfer?
 -Are they cooperative or will they resist?

Example of questions about INDIVIDUAL
 -Are you fit & healthy to transfer the client?
 -Can you manage the load safely?
 -Do you need more assistance?
 -Have you attended a safe patient handling
   program?
 
Example of questions about TASK
 -What is the task? 
 -Does it involve pushing, pulling, reaching, 
   twisting, stooping, awkward position?
 -Am I doing the task as recommend by a safe  
   patient handling program?

Example of ENVIRONMENT
 -Is there enough space to transfer the client?
 -Can I move any obstacles in the room to increase  
   space?
 -Is the equipment safe? 

T.M.S. ASSESSMENT

What does T.M.S stand for?
 T- Track
 M - Motor
 S - Sling

Assess what type of track you need
 -Portable track system?
 -Fixed track system?

Portable Track Systems
Free Standing Systems:
- single track 

- 3 or 4 post freestanding  X-Y Gantry
 

Pressure Fit/Tension Mounting Lift System

Fixed Ceiling track systems
 -X-Y Gantry

Assess what type of motor is needed?
 -Portable 

 -Fixed Motor

What type of sling is needed?
        Important considerations:
 -Clients present condition
 -Clients weight and height
 -What is the task that needs to be completed
 -Type of fabric 
 -Will the sling be left behind client all day? If yes,  
   choose Superfine Plus or Black Spacer fabric

**Always be sure to complete a client and environment assessment prior to choosing a sling



Sizing & Care Guide
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Laundering Procedure:
 - As manufacturer’s instructions vary, always follow washing directions on the sling’s label. 
 - In general, use mild detergent, wash in warm water and rinse in cold. Tumble dry or hang to dry. 
 - Do not use chlorine based bleach

Prism Medical Size Guide ArjoHuntleigh Size Guide Silvalea Size Guide

HME Services
Sling Integrity Inspections

 Slings integrity inspections are essential to ensuring that your slings are safe to use. Inspections need
 to be done on a regular basis, based on usage. Inspections are to be done once every six months and a   
 written record must be kept.

 Sling integrity inspections check for visible damage to the sling body and straps. Additionally, ID labels
 and serial numbers are inspected to ensure they are still visible. Once a label or serial number is no 
 longer visible, the sling will not pass the sling integrity inspection and should no longer be in use.

 Slings that are used everyday are recommended to be kept in circulation for 3 years. HME is proud to   
 offer sling integrity inspections on all manufacturers’ slings.  Contact your sales rep for more information   
 and to book your sling integrity inspection.

Large Inventory of Slings

 HME’s aim is be your #1 resource for lifts and slings. HME has the largest inventory of trial slings. In 
 addition to the slings listed here, many, many other options are available. 

 Contact your sales rep for more information.

* Prism Medical also offers a Child Size which  
   is smaller than the Junior Size



Universal Slings
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General Information:
 *Common sling type for general transfer purposes
 *Multi-purpose sling
 *Easy to apply and fit
 *Can be used for toileting

Prism Medical
Universal Sling

Silvalea
Universal Sling

ArjoHuntleigh
Quickfit Sling

Picture

Sizes

Tips

Fabrics

Max 
Weight

- Child to XXL
- Custom Available

- Many Options 
- Black Spacer Fabric,    
   recommended

- 440lbs for Slipfit Fabric
- 440lbs for Spacer Fabric
- mesh up to 1000lbs 

- black spacer fabric
- smallest size available      
  (starts at 35lbs)

- XXS to XXL
- Line tends to run large

- Superfine Plus,     
   Parasilk, Mesh, 
   Quilted/Non-Quilted

- XS to XXL

- Mesh

- 485lbs
- 140lbs for Superfine

- 600lbs

- lower price
- no spacer fabric

- SuperFine Plus (black    
   spacer fabric)
- many fabric and size      
   options

**Always be sure to complete a client and environment assessment prior to choosing a sling



Hammock Slings
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General Information:
 *Used for general transfers
 *Very comfortable and supportive
 *Recommended for use with an amputee
 *Two step crossing sling application process

Prism Medical
Hammock Sling

Silvalea
Hammock Sling

ArjoHuntleigh
Hammock Sling

Picture

Sizes

Fabrics

Max 
Weight

Tips

- Child to XXL

- Black Spacer Fabric,
- Quilted

- 440 - 660lbs

- four or six strap available - good for amputee - four or six strap 
   options available

- 485lbs - 660lbs

- Polyester
- Mesh
- Silva-Superfine PLUS        
  (black spacer fabric)

- Mesh

- XS to XL -XSM to XXL

**Always be sure to complete a client and environment assessment prior to choosing a sling



Hygiene Slings
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General Information:
 *Assists in toileting and/or transfers
 *Each client needs to be assessed by a health-care professional prior to using a hygiene sling
 *Easy to remove
 *Most popular slings shown below, however, many more options are available

Invacare
High Back Sling

Silvalea
Hygiene Sling

Silvalea
Continental

Hygiene

Prism Medical
Dual Access

Picture

Sizes

Fabrics

Max 
Weight

Tips

- Child to XXL - XSM to XL - XSM to XL - SM to XL

- Quilted
-Padded

- Polyester
- Mesh

- Polyester
- Mesh

- Polyester

- 440lbs - 625lbs - 485lbs - 485lbs - 500lbs

- padding under arm
- sizing is important

- very supportive - sizing is important
- excellent back  
   support

- specially designed 
   for users with 
   reduced head 
   control

**Always be sure to complete a client and environment assessment prior to choosing a sling



Additional Slings
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General Information (Comfort Recline/In-Situ Recline):
 *Very comfortable and provides good trunk and leg support
 *General transferring sling that can be left under the client
 *Black spacer fabric specifically designed for pressure redistribution
 *Narrow design -- more tailored fit
 *Does NOT provide toileting access - no opening 
 *Can only be applied with when client is lying down

Picture

Sizes

Fabrics

Max 
Weight

Tips

- Child to XXL - XS to XL

- Black Spacer Fabric - Silva Superfine Plus
- Superfine

- 440lbs - 485lbs
- 140lbs for Superfine

- must be but on when   
   client is lying down
- left under client while    
   seated

- must be but on when 
   client is lying down
- left under client while 
   seated

Prism Medical
Comfort Recline

Silvalea
In-Situ Recline 

with Head Support

**Always be sure to complete a client and environment assessment prior to choosing a sling

Prism Medical
Deluxe Support

- Child to XXL

- Black Spacer Fabric

- 440 - 660lbs

- most size options
- can be used for toileting
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Richmond Location
#130 - 4011 Viking Way

Richmond, BC, V6V 2K9
Phone: (604) 821-0075

Fax: (604) 821-0049

South Surrey Location
#140 - 19288 22 Avenue

Surrey, BC, V3Z 3S6
Phone: (604) 535-5768

Fax: (604) 542-0184

Victoria Location
2521 Government Street
Victoria, BC, V8T 4P6
Phone: (250) 386-0075

Fax: (250)386-0049

Three Locations to Serve You!

Contact Your Sales Rep Today!!!

Steven Banh
Victoria Location
Phone: (250) 893-5512
Email: steven.banh@hmebc.com

Robert Fuzesi
Richmond Location
Phone: (604) 813-3483
Email: robert.fuzesi@hmebc.com

Michelle Harvey
Richmond Location - Pediatrics
Phone: (778) 980-2427
Email: michelle.harvey@hmebc.com

Nathanael Kroeker
South Surrey Location
Phone: (604) 997-3052
Email: nathanael.kroeker@hmebc.com

Jeff Lang
Richmond Location
Phone: (604) 880-1694
Email: jeff@hmebc.com

Graham Plant
Victoria Location
Phone: (250) 580-2464
Email: graham@hmebc.com

Brian Quach
Richmond Location
Phone: (778) 989-1509
Email: brian.quach@hmebc.com

Denise Schramek
Victoria Location
Phone: (250) 888-8436
Email: denise.schramek@hmebc.com

Prerna Thapar
Richmond Location - Pediatrics
Phone: (604) 761-3309
Email: prerna.thapar@hmebc.com

Jason Victoria
Surrey Location
Phone: (778) 223-3249
Email: jason@hmebc.com


